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6/16/69 

Memorandum 69-74 

Subject: Study 36.55 - Condemnation (Arbitration) 

Attached are seven letters that comment on this tentative recommen-

dation. In addition to these letters, we note below other comments not 

reproduced as exhibits. 

General reaction to recommendation 

The reaction to the tentative recommendation was mixed. The position 

of the State Bar Committee on Governmental Liability and Condemnation 

is reported to us as follows: 

"(18) The Committee agreed by a vote of 6 yes and 3 no 
re LRC Tentative Recommendation relating to Condemnation Law 
and Procedure No.2, "Arbitration of .Just Compensation," that 
the LRC recommendation re arbitration be disapproved." 

No further information is provided by the State Bar Committee in support 

of its views. However, the best argument In opposition to the tentative 

recommendation is stated by Mr. Huxtable in Exhibit III (green). Generally, 

Mr. Huxtable believes that "over zealous representatives of public agencies 

will use the agreement to arbitrate as a device to discourage unrepresented 

property owners from employing either an attorney or an appraiser, to 

waive their right to a jury trial, to consent to an apportionment of costs 

which otherwise could only be imposed on the condemning agency." He 

further states: 

I firmly believe that this law, if enacted, will require most 
condemnation lawyers to become experts in actions brought to rescind 
agreements to sell and arbitrate on the grounds that such were 
fraudulently obtained by over zealous right-of-way agents or were 
contracts of adhesion signed by property owners who thought they 
were only agreeing to an alternative procedure without forfeiture 
of legal rights in a judicial proceeding. 
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Mr. lruoctable believes that the tentative recommendation presents many 

problems and a@ain urges as a solution his suggestion that a three judge 

tribunal procedure be established to be applicable in cases where the 

property OWner is willing to limit his maximum recovery and waive a 

jury trial. He states: "I believe that such a procedure would fulfill 

many of the purposes lntended by your arbitration proposal, would not be 

dependent upon the agreement or both parties, and would provide a remedy 

for many small claimants who do not now get a chance for a judicial re

view of the condemning agency I s appraisal." 

Gerald B. Hansen, San Jose attorney, in Exhibit IV (gold) urges that 

no recommendation should be made to the Legislature in this area. He 

nelieves that arbitration generally is bad in any field of law and would 

be particularly bad in eminent dorrain cases. He devotes three single

spaced pages to justifying his position. 

The tentative recommendation was approved as drafted by the County of 

San Diego. Se Exhibit I (pink). Earl A. Radford (who represents the 

Shell Oil Company) (Exhibit II-yellow) also approved the tentative 

recommendation. James Vizzard (Exhibit VII - white), a member of the 

California Trial lawyers Association Eminent Domain Committee believes 

that the tentative recommendation is a step forward in the field of eminent 

10main and does not suggest any changes in the reommendation. However, he 

believes that some form of jurisdictional offer is the only system that 

will permit a just result in cases where the ialue of the property is not 

very great and the condemnee is offered an unduly low price. Mr. Richard 

L. Desmond, Sacramento Attorney, states Ln Exhibit V (blue) that in some 

instances the tentative recommendation might be beneficial. It is 

important to note that both Mr. Radford and Mr. Desmond indicate that 
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their approval of the tentative recommendation is not to be considered an 

approval of a compulsory arbitration system. 

The california Real Estate Association (Exhibit VI) states: "We 

applaud the concept of the proposal to establish this optional or alter-

native method to be ranked with negotiation and with eminent domain as a 

means of determining just compensation in the taking of property for public 

purposes." At the same time, the Association believes that significant 

changes must be made in the proposed statute in an "attempt to equalize 

the parties in their dealings with each other." This latter point is a 

matter of concern to some commentators who objected to the tentative recom-

mendation. The most significant suggestion of CREA is that the property 

owner should be permitted to have the matter submitted to arbitration 

even though the condemnor dces not agree. 

In the course of our research, we came across an article which was 

reprinted in the RIGHT OF WAY Journal for June 1969, by permission of the 

Institute of Real Estate Management. The article was originally presented 

in speech form with a time limit and is generally critical of eminent 

domain law. We will reproduce the article and send you a copy. As far as 

arbitration is concerned, the following is extracted from the article: 

3. vlhen acquisition time arrives the property owner 
should be given three choices: 

A. Accept the offer of the agency if he is satisfied 
that gsin [sic] market value is being paid. 

B. Submit to arbitration where the agency appraiser 
would act as the agency representative. The owner 
would hire an appraiser to represent him and the two 
appraisers would select a mutually agreeable third 
appraiser who would act as the neutral party. The 
agency would pay all costs of their appraiser, the 
owner "ould pay all costs of their expert and the costs 
of the third would be shared equally by the two parties. 
Both would be bound by the arbitrators decision. This 
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·,rcOllci. be faster, cheaper and more equitable for all 
parties than would actual litigation. There ~hould 
be a reasonable time limit imposed to elect this 
method, say 60 days after the agency offer is first 
made. 

C. If the owner is not satisfied llith the offer and 
does not believe in arbitration he could elect to 
allow the matter to proceed to jury trial. 

By having these alternatives available the property 
owner has a reasonable means of litigating through arbitration 
which is, in most cases, cheaper and faster than a jury trial. 
This would protect the small owners who are not arguing about 
wide value differences. 

It is apparent that significant revisiona are needed in the tentative 

recommendation if one that would be acceptable is to be devised. Assuming 

that the Commission concludes that the concept of arbitration offers 

sufficient promise to justify further attention, the following is an 

analysis of the various specific suggestions made by the persons who 

commented on the tentative recommendation. 

SpeCific suggestions 

Right of property owner to compel condemnor to submit matter to 

arbitration. The California Real Estate Association suggests that the 

property owner should have a right to compel the condemnor to arbi tra te 

the amount of just compensation. See Exhibit VI. For another approach along 

the same lines, see the staff suggestion concerning the appointment of a 

panel of arbitrators by the Chief Justice'made in Memorandum 69-66 (item 

8 on Agenda for June 27). Another alternative would be to establish an 

Eminent Domain Review Board which would hear cases in various parts of 

the state and would function like a small claims court. The decision of 

the Board could be limited to an award not less than the offer of the 

condemning agency and could be made final as far as the property owner 
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is concernea. The condemnor could be given a right to a trial de novo 

in the Superior Court 10Ii th the property O\mer having a right to avoid 

such trial by accepting the amount of the offer. A modest fee, such as 

$250, could be required to be paid by the property owner to obtain a 

hearing by the Board and the Board could have the responsibility of 

rendering a fair decision whether or not the property O\,ner is 

represented by counselor presents any witnesses. In other words, the 

Board would have the responsibility of appraising the property and the 

attorney for the condemnee could cross-examine the experts for the 

condemnor to determine whether the appraisal on which the offer is based 

is a sound appraisal. Hearing officers who were qualified as appraisers 

could be used in small cases. Consideration also should be given to the 
r 
~ suggestion of Mr. Huxtable that special condemnation courts be established. 

c 

It does not appear, however, that such courts would help the property m;ner 

in a case where $12,500 is offered for a $15,000 house and the m;ner's 

equity in the house is only $3,000. 

It is suggested that the matter of compulsory arbitration be kept 

in mind as a concept that may have some merit but that the tentative 

recc~endation should, for the present at least, be limited to merely 

authorizing the submission of the amount of just compensation to arbitration. 

Section 1273.01 

CREA suggests that the definition of "person" is somewhat awkward. 

The staff suggests that Section 1273.01 be revised to read: 

1273.01. As used in this chapter: 
(1) In the case of a public entity, "person" refers to 

the particular department, officer, commission, board, or 
governing body authorized to acquire property for public use 
on behalf of the public entity. 
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(2) "Public entity" includes the State, the Regents of 

the University of California, a county, city, district, public 
authority, public agency, and any other political subdivision 
or public corporation in the State. 

section 1273.02 

As previously noted, CREA believes that the property owner should have 

a right to compel the condemnor to arbitrate the amount of just compensa-

tion. In connection with the arbitration procedure, consideration should 

be given to the suggestion made by Mr. Hanford which is quoted fr~ his 

article t:.nder the heading "general reaction." 

Binding effect of agreement 

Mr. Huxtable states that he does not believe that any provision 

authorizing agreements to arbitrate should, as a matter of public policy, 

preclude a property owner who subsequently employs an attorney from being 

released from the effect of that agreement prior to determination by the 

arbitrator. He is concerned primarily, but not exclusively, with the 

possibility that some of the costs of the arbitration proceeding might 

be imposed on the property owner. 

CREA takes basically the same position--that the acquiring agency 

should pay the costs of the arbitration proceeding in every case--and, 

lacking this requirement, believes that the proposed legislation should 

provide "if the agreement is executed by the property owner without benefit 

of counsel that he be advised of the desirability to consult counsel 

and given three days following execution of the agreement to rescind after 

consultation with counsel." 
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The staff believes that the cost problem should be considered on its 

own merits and the proper rule provided. Assuming that this problem is 

met directly by providing that the costs of the arbitration proceeding 

are to be borne entirely by the condemnor (not including attorney and 

expert witness fees of the property o;mer). the Commission might nevertheless 

wish to permit a property owner who was not represented by counsel at the 
, 

time the arbitration agreement was executed to rescind the arbitration agree-

ment at any time before the arbitrator has commenced the hearing subject 

to the requirement that the property owner reimburse the public entity for 

any expenses it has incurred in connection with the arbitration proceeding 

and subject to the limitation that all issues in the case other than the 

right to anu amount of compensation are waived by the property owner. 

Appointment of arbitrators 

The County of San Diego notes: 

He are particularly interested in insuring that the 
number and method of selection of arbitrators in a case are 
such that the interests of both parties would be protected. 
Adequate safeguards appear to exist in the present arbitration 
provisions (Section 1281.6). 

Section 1281.6 of the Code of Civil Procedure provides: 

If the arbitration agreement provides a method of appointing 
an arbitrator, such method shall be followed. If the arbitration 
agreement does not provide a method for appointing an arbitrator, 
the parties to the agreement who seek arbitration and against 
whom arbitration is sought may agree on a method of appointing 
an arbitrator and that method shall be followed. In the absence 
of an agreed method, or if the agreed method fails or for any 
reason cannot be followed, or when an arbitrator appointed fails 
to act and his successor has not been appointed, the court, on 
petition of a party to the arbitration agreement, shall appoint 
the arbitrator. 

l~en a petition is made to the court to appoint a neutral 
arbitrator, the court shall nominate five persons from lists of 
persons supplied jointly by the parties to the arbitration or 
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obtained from a governmental agency concerned with arbitration 
or pI.L,ate disinterested association concerned with arbitration. 
The parties to the agreement who seek arbitration and against 
whom arbitration is sought may within five days of receipt of 
notice of such nominees from the court jOintly select the arbi
trator whether or not such arbitrator is among the nominees. 
If such parties fail to select an arbitrator within the five
day period, the court shall appoint the arbitrator from the 
nominees. 

CREA expresses concern as to the manner of selecting the arbitrators 

but concludes that there is little than can be done to meet the problem: 

Obviously, the implementation of this proposed stat~te in the 
public interest would be greatly affected by the quality of 
the arbitrators selected in these proceedings. Here again 
the equality and knowledge of the parties is a point. While 
it is probably inappropriate to attempt to specify in the 
statute any standards or guidelines for the selection of 
arbitrators, it is possible tbat the property owner should at 
least be advised to consult counsel on this point before 
selection of an arbitrator from a panel which might be suggested 
by the acquiring agency. 

Mr. Huxtable is also concerned as to the manner of selection of the 

arbitrators and makes the following comment and suggestion: 

One reason why I believe that experienced condemrration 
attorneys ,wuld not allow their clients to consent to arbitration 
is a method by which arbitrators are appointed under Section 
1281.6 of the Code of Civil Procedure. I do not feel it 
appropriate in a condemnation case, that the judge would be 
permitted to nominate arbitrators from a list compiled by a 
governmental agency. Secondly, I do not feel it appropriate 
that the parties should have no opportunity to object to one 
or more of the nominees. If the arbitration act becomes 
applicable to condemnation cases, I believe that Section 
1281.6 should be amended so as to preclude the court's 
nomination of arbitrators from lists compiled by governmental 
agencies; and, in single arbitrator situations, to permit 
each side to file objections to as many as two of the five 
names nominated by the court. In cases "here the agreement 
calls for more than one arbitrator, the number of names to 
be nominated by the court would be enlarged so the total number 
of names is at least six greater than the number of arbitrators 
to be appointed and each side would have the rights to object 
to as many as three of the persons nominated by the court. 

I feel that the objection procedure is necessary since I 
observe that many persons are convinced that there is a 
commitment to concepts of value on the part of others in the 
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field, ~hether those other perons be attorneys, appraisers, or 
judges. It ·.'ould be very regretable if an attorney advising 
a client as to whether or not he should sign an agreement to 
arbitrate, were unable to give him any absolute assurance that 
the deck could not be "stacked against him." 

The staff believes that the manner of selection of the arbitrators 

may present a problem. HmTe·rer, the problem is basically the same as the 

problem presented under the uninsured motorist statute or the arbitration 

of fire damage under a fire insurance policy. Those ~ho dislike arbitration 

can always point out deficiencies in the process. 

Number of arbitrators 

Mr. Radford (Exhibit II) believes that in most instances there 

should be three arbitrators. Mr. Huxtable (Exhibit III) takes the same 

view. Further, he fears that, if a single arbitrator is not suspected of 

being biased, he will most likely be inexperienced. The rrumber of 

arbitrators is, of course, a matter for agreement by the parties and it 

would not, the staff believes, be desirable to require that there be three 

arbitrators. 

Section 1273.03 

CREA suggests that this section be clarified. The staff suggests 

that the section be revised to read: 

1273.03. Where property is already devoted to a public 
use, the person authorized to convey such property for another 
public use or to compromise or settle the claim arising from a 
taking of such property for another public use may enter into 
an agreement to submit, and submit to arbitration in accordance 
with the agreement, any controversy as to the compensation to 
be received in connection with the conveyance or claim. 

Section 1273.04 

There was a great deal of criticism directed to this section. Mr. 

Huxtable believes that, as a matter of public policy, the arbitration 
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agreement s;!ould not be permitted to impose the costs of the arbitration 

proceeding, or any portion of those costs, on the property mrner. 

CREA makes in substance the same suggestion. The staff believes that 

there is considerable merit to the suggestion. As pointed out by the 

commentators in the attached exhibits, the costs of the arbitration 

proceeding could be substantial. Accordingly, the staff suggests that 

Section 1273.04 be revised to read; 

1273.04. (a) Notwithstanding Section 1284.2, the person 
acquiring the property shall pay all of the expenses and fees of 
the neutral arbitrator, together with other expenses of the 
arbitration incurred or approved by the neutral arbitrator, not 
including counsel fees or expert witness fees or other expenses 
incurred by other parties for their own benefit. 

(b) An agreement authorized by this chapter may require 
that the person acquiring the property pay reasonable counsel 
fees or expert ,.,itness fees, or both, to any other party to the 
arbitration. If the agreement requires the payment of such fees, 
the amount of the fees shall. be a Ill!Itter to be determined in 
the arbitration proceeding unless the agreement prescribes 
otherwise. 

(c) The person acquiring the property lll!Iy pay the expenses 
and fees referred to in subdivisions (a) and (b) from funds 
available for the acquisition of the property or other funds 
available for the purpose. 

Section 1273.05 

There were no comments on this section. 

Section 1273.06 

CREA points out that the agreement might be one that Ill!Ikes it 

possible for the property owner inadvertently to bargain away the rights 

he possesses when an eminent domain proceeding i .. 3 abandoned. In this 

connection, subdivision (c) of Section 1255a of the Code of Civil 

Procedure provides; 
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(c) Upon the denial of a motion to set aside such abandon
ment or, if no such motion is filed, upon the expiration of the 
time for filing such a motion, on motion of any party, a judgment 
shall be entere\l,' dismissing the proceeding and awarding the 

''defendants, their recoverable costs and disbursements. Recoverable 
':~ostsand disb).lI:',sements include (1) all expenses reasonably and 
, 'necessa'i'±).y,incurred in preparing for the condemnation trial, during the 

trial,,'lIlld "til ,any subsequent judicia.lproceedings in the condemnation 
,Jl.ct:l.6n and (2 ) reasonable attorney fees, appraisal fees, and 
fees for the services of other experts where such fees were 

, rea@onab~anQ, necessarily incurred to protect the defendant's 
)/lntette'si;s 0 in.'preparing for the condemnation trial, during the 
'tl'ial,:Snn in:," any subsequent judicial proceedings in the condemna
tionactio,n, J\'/bether such fees were incurred for services rendered 
before or ai'tat-j;he filing of "the complaint. In case of a partial: ' 
abandonment, re'coverable cost's and disbursements shall include " 

• .' - - 1- ~ 

only those recove]'l;I.ble'.(!(),sts 'and disbursements j or portions 
thereof, ",hieh wmlidn16t 'bave been incurred had the property 
or property in~est sought to be taken after the partial 
abandonment been the property or property interest originally 
sought to be taken. Recoverable costs and disbursements, 
including e~nses and fees, may be claimed in and by a cost 
bill, to be ,prepared, served, filed, and taxed as ,in civil 
actions., Upon judgment of dismissal on motion of the 'plaintiff, 
the cost bill shall be filed ",i thin 30 days after notice of, entry
of such judgment, 

We believe that there is merit t6 the objection and suggest that Section 

1273.06 be revised to read: 

1273.06. An agreement authorized by this chapter may 
specify the privilege, if any, of the party acquiring the 
property to abandon the acquisition, the arbitration pro
ceeding, and any eminent domain prqceeding that may have 
been, or may be, filed. Unless t~ agreement prOvides that 
the acquisition may not be abandqned, the, party acquiring the 
property may abandon the acquisition, tbe arbitration proceeding, 
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and any eminent domain proceeding at any time not later than 
the time for filing and serving a petition or response to 
vacate an arbitration award under Sections 1288 and 1288.2. 
In event of abandonment of the proceeding after the arbitration 
agreement is executed, the party from whom the property was to 
be acquired is entitled to recover (1) all expenses reasonably 
and necessarily incurred in preparing for the arbitration 
proceeding, during the proceeding, and in any subsequent judicial 
proceedings in connection with the arbitration proceeding and 
(2) reasonable attorney fees, appraisal fees and fees for the 
services of other experts where such fees were reasonably and 
necessarily incurred to protect his interest in connection 
with the acquisition of the property. Unless the agreement 
otherwise provides, the amount of such expenses and fees shall 
be determined by arbitration. 

Section 1273.07 

CBEA suggests a procedure that it believes would simplify the 

problem dealt with in this section: 

It is our belief that this procedure could be simplified by 
eliminating the necessity of recording the entire agreement 
and providing instead for recording a notice of pending 
arbitrations similar to a lis pendens and at the time of abandon
ment or conclusion of the arbitration a filing of a notice of 
abandonment or a recital in the conveyance to terminate the 
notice and clear the record title. 

It is possible under existing law to record a "notice" of a lease, 

contract, option or other lengthy document if the notice is acknowledged 

and otherwise in proper form. It might be desirable, however, to revise 

this section to specify that a prescribed "notice" of the arbitration 

and sale agreement may be recorded. 

Exchange of valuation information 

CBEA suggests: 

May we suggest that the proposed statute also incorporate by 
reference the provisions of Sections 1272.01 et seq. of the 
Code of Civil Procedure relating to exchange-of-rnformation 
in eminent domain proceedings and make them applicable to the 
arbitration Droceeding. We believe the rights extended by 
those provisions should be available in an arbitration proceeding 
and that this should be stipulated. 
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Perhaps the parties should be permitted to specify in the agreement 

whether the exchange of valuation information procedure is to apply in 

the arbitration proceeding. There is no doubt that it would be of great 

value to have such an exchange in cases where both parties are represented 

by counsel and are presenting expert l{itnesses. However, there may be 

cases where the property owner merely is using the evidenoe produced 

by the l{itnesses for the condemnor to establish his case and does not 

present any experts of his Olin. Perhaps the arbitrators should be 

authorized to require an exchange of valuation information. It appears 

desirable to include some provision in the statute dealing with this 

matter. 

c:= Preparation and Distribution of Revised Tentative Recommendation 

c:= 

If the Commission determines to continue to work on this proposal, 

the staff believes that significant changes should be made in the 

tentative recommendation (as indicated above) and that a revised tentative 

recommendation should be distributed for comment. We suggest that the 

revised recommendation be prepared after the June 26-28 meeting, be 

distributed to members of the COmmission for review, and after suggested 

revisions, if any, from members of the Commission have been taken into 

account, the revised recommendation should be distributed for comment. 

This procedure will permit the Commission to consider this matter at its 

October 1969 meeting and, at that time, a determination could be made 

whether to submit a recommendation to the 1970 Legislature. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John H. DeMbully 
Executive Secretary 
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ElrnIBrr I 

County of San Diego 
OFFICE OF 

COUNTY COUNSEL 

ROBERT G. BERREY 
ASSIST ANT COUNTV C:OUN.I:L 

De-PUTt •• 
DUANE J. CARNES 
DONALD l... CLARK 
JOSEPH KASE. JR. 

BERTRAM Me Lit." JR. 
302 COUNTy ADMINISTRATION CENTER 

SAN DIEGO, CAL..IFOANIA 92101 

L.AWRENCE. KAPIl-OFt' 
LLOVO M.HARMON,JR. 

•• TTV E. 800ME 
PARKER O. L.E-,CH 

WIL.LIAM C. GeORGE 
flt08EFtT .0 HUTCHINS 

( 

COUNTY COUNSEL. 

Mr. John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 

June 2. 1969 . 

J"MIU C. SMITH 
JOHN Me EVOY 
A""E HANSEN 

California Law Revision Commission 
Stanford University 
Stanford. CA 94305 

Dear ~~. DeMoully: 

Re: Condemnation Law and Procedure Number 2, 
Arbitration of Just Compensation 
Tentative Recommendation 

We have reviewed the tentative recommendation of the 
California Law Revision Commission relating to aroitration 
of the amount of just compensation when property is acquired 
for public use. We are in agreement with the proposal. We 
do not have any comments for suggested cilanges. We note that 
unq.er the proposal arbitration would De commenced in accord
ance witn existing provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure. 
Section 1280, et seq. 

We are particularly interested in insuring tnat the 
number and method of selection of arbitrators in a case are 
such that the interests of both parties 1r/Ould be protected. 
Adequate safeguards appear to exist in the present arbi
tration provisions (Section 1281.6). 

Very truly yours, 

BE~'iifOc': ~"lcLEES J~ ~Bty emse1 

By I). 1.... ~ 
~;ALD L. CLARK, Deputy 
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l.femo 69-74 EXHIBIT n 

EARL A. RADFORD 

June 4, 1969 wtJ.l'I'B .18 .....,. IIOJLDUrIG ' 

1008 WXft aIX'I'B aHt&BI 

Subject.: Tentative Recommeidation 
Condemnation Law nd Procedure 
Number 2 - Arbitr tion of Just 

Compensation 

California Law Revision Commission 
School of Law 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 94305 

Attention Mr. John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 

Gentlemen: 

I feel that your proposed rec ndation relative to 
arbitration is acceptable provided (a) he procedure is entirely. 
voluntary and (b) no limitation is plac d on the type of agree
ment which the parties may enter relati e to arbitration. In 
particular I feel it would be highly a visable in most instances 
if the arbitration were conducted by th ee arbiters. only one of 
whom need be neutral, the decision of t e majority of the three, 
however, to be binding. 

At this time I believe that aibitration should be 
limited strictly to questions of va1uat on and should not cover 
such matters as what is or is not a fix ure, whether access has 
been deprived or not, etc. It appears dvisable to me that a 
procedure be set up in order that theseLmatters might be handled 
by the court before the actual beginnin~ of arbitration relative 
to value. , 

Yours ~ery truly, 

EAR:mbc 

--------------__ -1-______________ --



f"RANCI$ rI. O'NEILL. 

RIC~AFtlO ~. KUX1" .... !:'IL-E 

WILLIAM G. COSKRAN 

EXHTIlrr III 

.. £ £ 
L"'-.W Q'-' F"~CCS OF" 

O'N e: I Lt.., HUXTABLE & COS KRAN 

01'-.'.:': \VIL$H1RE eUil.r':;ING· S~JITI:. ,2:2 

LOS ANGELES" CAl.lf"OANiA 900 [7 

April 18, 1969 

California Law Revision commission 
School of Law 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 94305 

Attention: John H. DeMoully. Executive Secretary 

LESLI£ >:I. TARR 

or COUNSEL. 

Re: Recommendation for Arbitration of 
Just Compensation in Condemnation 
proceedirtgs 

Gentlemen: 

I have received and reviewed your Recommendation 
No.2 as revised M.arch 26, 1969. 

Although there is Ineich to be said in favor of having 
the arbitration procedure availClhle in determination of just 
compensation, I very sincerely doubt that it will be used 
in cases where both sides are represented by experienced 
attorneys and I fear that over zealous representatives of public 
agencies will use the agreement to arbitrate as a device to 
discourage unrepr'esented proper·ty owners from employing either 
an attorney or an appraiser, to waive their right to a jury 
trial, to consent an apportionment of costs which otherwise 
could only be imposed on the condemning agency. 

I am further dismayed by the language in proposed 
Section 1273.05 that, "The effect and enforceability of an 
agreement authorized by this chapter is not defeated or impaired 
by contention or proof by any party t.O the agreement that. the 
person acquiring the property pursuant to the agreement lacks 
the power or capacity to tak", the property by eminent domain 
proceedings." 

I firmly believe that this la'", if enacted will 
require most condemnation lawyers to become experts in actions 
brought to rescind agreements to se1.1 and arbitrate on the 
grounds that such were fraudulantly obtained by over zealous 
right-of-way agents or were contract.s of adhesion signed by 
property owners who thought they were only agreeing to an 
alternative procedure "ithout forfeit:lre of legal rights in 
judicial proceedings. 



California IJaw Revision Comrnission 
Attention: John H. DeMoully 
Page 2 
April 18, 1969 

I do not believe that any provision authorizing 
agreement to arbitrate should, as a matter of public policy, 
allow the acquirinq agency to solicit the agreement of the 
property owner that the property o;,mer would share in the 
cost of arbitration or which would preclude a property owner 
who subsequently employes an attorn,,,y from being released 
from the effect of that agreement prior to determination 
by the arbitrator. 

One reason \\'hy I bel ieve that experienced condem
nation attorneys would not allow their clients to consent 
to arbitration is a method by which arbitrators are appointed 
under Section 1281.6 of the Code of Civil Procedure. I do 
not feel it appropriate in a condemnat.ion case, that the 
judge would be perrnittedto nominate arbitrators from a list 
compiled by a government,al agency. Secondly, I do not feel 
it appropriate that the part:ies should have no opportunity 
to object to one or more of the nominees. IE the arbitration 
act becomes applicable to condemnation cases, I believe that 
Section 1281.6 should be amended so as to preclude the 
court's nomination of arbitrat.ors from lists compiled by 
governmental agencies: and, in single arbitrat.or situations, 
to permit each side to file objections to as many as two of 
the five names nominated by the court. In cases where the 
agreement calls for more than one anritrator, the number of 
names to be nominated by the court would be enlarged so the 
total number of names is at least six greater than the number 
of arbitrators to be appointed and each side would have the 
rights to object to as many as three of the persons nominated 
by the court. 

I feel that the objection procedure is necessary 
since I observe that. many persons are convinced that there is 
a commitment to concepts of value on the part of others in 
the field, whether those other persons be attorneys, appraisers, 
or judges. It would be very regreatable if an attorney advising 
a client as to whether or not he should sign an agreement to 
arbitrate, were unable to give him any absolute assurance 
that the deck could not be "stacked against him." 

In practi.ce, I ha,'c observed t.hat certain public 
agencies will' never waive a jury trial until they are abso
lutely certain of who the judge will be. I assume this is 
true, because there mal" be some judges who are not completely 
impartial as a result of some past experience with the public 
agency in question. This is one of the reasons why I believe 
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the agreement to arbitraV" wi 11 not be used by condemning 
agencies unless there is a substant.ial benefit to be gai.ned 
over and above the mere avoidance of jury fees or the 
"uncertainty" of jury verdicts. 

I am also crit.ica]. of t;he arbitration concept in 
that it would seem to perfer the single arbitrator mode of 
determination under Code of Civil Procedure Section 1282(a). 
In condemnation cases in particular, I believe in decision by 
pragmatic discussion after the advocate's arguments have 
been heard. There are many elements indicating the presence 
or lack of value, o~ the reality or speculative character of 
damages, that seem far-fetched to one judge yet quite real to 
another. I believe there should be at least three arbitrators 
so that the case is tested by discussion in the determinative 
process itself. 

On F'ebruary 20, 1969 I wrote to you a letter relating 
to your condemnation expense study. In that letter I made a 
suggestion relat.ing to a th.ree judge tribunal procedure which 
would be applicable in cases where the px'operty owner was 
willing to limit. his maximum recovery and would \Vaive a jury 
trial. I believe that such a procedul."€ would fulfill many of 
the purposes intended by your arbitration proposal, would not 
be dependeni: upon the agreement of both parties, and would 
provide a remedy for many small claimants who do not now get 
a chance for a judicial review of the condemning agency's 
appraisaL 

RLH:mc 



Richard L. Huxtable. Esq. 
One ;:Ushir.!: Elde •• Suit.e 1212 
t·:lI! ,\n:;eles, California 90017 

~ar DicIt! 

~ bc.V'l! r<!cdv~d. your hetel' of A1WU 18, cCIIIIlellt1ng an the 
t.enta t1 vt> r.!:"cmnenC'l tlcn on arbitrati on of .jUt'~ ccc;:>ensatlon tn 
cO!ide!lmai~ion proc'e"ldinGs. 

The CCIlIIllissiOl1 has :lot r;ade n C:"i'init-s dads!o." on waht e.ddi
tional me:.ho::s ~h0Ul" be ,"u"'idecJ all i:i. :N!medy for _11 claiJDal1ts. 
The main problWII with yOll!' sut~gel'ltlO!1 is t.'lllt. reliable eotll!1&tee 
indicate that it costll appl·ox1l".atE'ly $300 ,000 yearl,y to eatabl1sh 
and III.1ct&in one Superior Court j~ and. related persoonal and 
tllv1l1t1ea. W5 btve not, however, cCI!l!;>le.M1y rejected th1a idea. 
but w111 be talk!1Ig about it at t\lt,.~ l:!e'!'ttnCS. 

Your letter will be reproduced awl. 'orou<;ht. to ~h~ attention 
of t!,~ C=1551oo when t.h'" CCtI'J"Jiaz1.C>i1 ,~(l!:I~idero ~<Xal\e!lts on Ulis 
proposaL 

John It. l)e)loully 
Exeeut 1 '1'1! tee re tll,..J' 
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California Law Revision Commission 
School of Law 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 94305 

Attent.ion: John H. DeMoully, Executive 
Secret.ary 

L<::'SLIE F;!. TARA 

O~- CPVNSEL. 

Re: Recomrnenda tion for Arbitration 
of Just Compensation in Condem
nation Proceedings 

Dear John: 

Thank you for your letter of April 23, 1969. I 
believe the economics you suggest is a compelling argument 
in favor of my belief that a substantial portion of the condem
nation case load could be more efficiently disposed of by a 
specializing tribunal. At. any given time you can find the 
time of at least five trial departments being consumed by 
condemnation cases in Los Angeles County alone. At least two 
such cases are on t.he jury trial calendar in Department 1 
every day. I believe that a sp2cializing tribunal could 
handle at least one-third of this case load and a similar pro
portion of case load of at least two or three other counties 
and still have enough time left over to hear numerous cases 
where the property owner, under present procedures, are 
economically squeezed out of the remedy to which the constitu
tion says they are entitled. 

My plan offers the additional incentive that it does 
not require constitutional. amen&nent and is still. not dependent 
upon both parties voluntarily accept.ing the procedure. 

My primary objection to the arbitration suggestion 
is that if a single arbiter is not to be suspected of being 
bias, he will most likely be inexperienced. In such circum
stances it will still eost just as much money and take just 
as much time to prepare for trial, educate the arbiter, and 
persuade him. worst of all, if tlle arbiter's determination 
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favors either one of the parti'2S, -t.be ot.her will suspect that he 
was denied a fair trial ... and)" if the deteDTlination is an obviolls 
compromise, both will suspect tllat the arbiter abdicated his 
duty. 

r have on severCil Gccasicns; for one reason or another, 
waived a jury in a condemnat:ion. case and tried the issue of 
fair market value to a si.ngl," j Lldge. In only one such case 
where I was able t.o estab1.ish that the basic premise upon which 
the other side's witnesses r:ad based their opinions was abso
lutely false, was the verdict o,"e where all parties felt a 
just result was reached. In all ather such cases the verdict 
was identified by one party <.Jr the nth"r as a ""lift of public 
funds u or a uconfiscation of private property.ll 

I have also represent.cd many property OWCiers who 
received compensation w"ich was sub,:tantiall y less than that 
that they had hoped t.o reCO'Jer. "here the determinat ion was 
one of the roul tiple intellect. of tiw :i ury .. most have felt that, 
at least, they had had 11 fiiir triaL 

In short .. I feel thil't although VI" should strive to 
do justice lit is eqUally importi:1I":-t t.h.::lt the people Vlnose 
rights are adjudicated shculd believe the.,:. justi~e was fairly 
administered. 

I also beli.eve thct"t you have complete ly failed to 
appreciate the probable cost. of arbi tra"~ion procedur.es. I have 
sat as an arbitrator for t.rtE: A.t'"n€:~icar;. ~\rbit.ration Association, 
without compensation. I can or.ly do se because the type of 
case they have a.sked me to ;,ear are those that can be disposed 
of in one-half day or one dav CIte "l m;",:i.mum. If I were asked 
to sit as an arbitrator in a-case which would take five, or six 
or ten days to hear.. I ';JoLlld be requi~'ed to charge a sllbstantial 
fee for those services. The arbitratlon association, through 
the levy of its fees ar.d chargus ,"o·.lld have to recover its 
cost of administrative staff, and provision of hearing rooms 
and other facilities. It is my vnders tandl~lg that the fee 
charged for the filing of a petition for arbitration i.s already 
substantially higher than the fee charged for filing an action 
in the Superior Court" 

Perhaps the obvious solution to the above is to 
assume that inexperienced, and perhaps unqualified arbitrators 
, ... ill be used and that the hearings will be heard in improvised 
surroundings. 
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All things ccr.s.ic!.ered: 1 C<.-=tll only conclude that a 
determination of fair market value t:l::iL ·will be regarded 
as fair and just by all parties will }lave to be made by 
experienced and qualified persons in a. digl!ified proceeding 
and that the on·l.y t~ffecti:Ie wa'i 1..0 S,ive money is to cut 
down the time t.haJ: i'~ ":i,,J.1 takE for the caee to be heard. 

" 

'} .:.:-:-y \~:Ct~"1 j/ 
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April 14, 1969 

"' --~ 

California LawRevi~iol) CQliuni.ssion 
. SChool of taw 
STAUFOROUNlVERS!TY 
Stanford,Ca);iforni<;l 94305 

Re: C_nt o:n Tenti\.tive Recomlnend<ition Relatingt;!) . 
Condemnation Law and Procedure . !\lumber 2 
Arbitration Qf Just Compensation' " 

Gentlemen,:. '> . 

. We have reviewed . your . tentati ve.re~n'datidil.revised 
I throUgh.l11arch 26, jl969. . , . 

Our 
you 

cOIlIment is'. th;;l;t" no )rec~mmendatio~ 
to the Legislature in this area; . 

should be made. by 

a) The area of,vc,lluntary arbitration is not' i!llPortant 
enough .tojl1st:j.£yyour$Pf:\ndi~9' time on' it. Having 
handled hun.dredso! oomdelDll<i:tion matters, I do.not 
knawofany where al'lY -party wou.l;ahave wahted the a~i-
tiona! burd~n' ofar~.itration. . , . .... . . 

b)' . Arbitntion is'seldqm'a 1:>e1;ttarProdedul;fiI,than,the .le4al . 
procedu,re ,att,d: quitl:!df1;en:tes.uH.~ i.nlit:erally arbttrary . 

• reSc~lts ·andhditaMoualtliscllloulat:l.ons!iS ··.·to .• res)ilts •. 
Sonieof tht:loPjecti6hl:lqenerally -to ai1:>i,'tra£lonip,'. , 
condemnation ,that we. would. h'!lVt!!," of.cotirse,. ;,0\11d: 'apply 
IlIOre',specifieaUyto . any attempt at ",n inVoluntary . 
arbi t:iatioh recruirement; butlik~wise generauy do have 
validity w'ith·reference.to w.volunt.al'Ycphdemnation 
arbitration, insofar. as an attO:rl'),ey who qEltsllis Client 
into an arbitration channel is o fte Ii giving up the. 
relative securityandcEU'tainty of judicial Pt'oceedings 
for ,the uncertainty ·o~ .. pro~d~ . and'. result. irtvolved . 
in arbitration. some, 6f th~eobje7tiollsare as f611O'o1s: 

j 
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1) ,Past bistOryhas shown that' there realiy is no big 
problem in relation to juries mishandling condemn a
tioilcases .I,t l,sthe law 'ftseolf whicfineeds>',clari
ficatl,on and we need jUdiCial'proceedingsini;he ' 

" trhTcourtsto :f!xarne' some of these problems fox 
apPellate termination. (Your M:rne 'COlilld be, better" 
stlel1t, i~ getting.,.ridofthehor,rih1Y :unjust~ons , 
rul!:!, to the extent that it is net always OVerloo~ed, 

2) 

3) 

in cCalifGXl'iia.j , , ' , 

Arbitration:r:lilmaihs to be ader~ationO£,the·ad .. 
versary proceedi~g in'its fullest extent; i:he Strength 
of adjUdication.i,.sthe. adversa,typ:roceeding., Too ' 
often arbitrators steP in and t~e' over thisfie1d. ' 

.If the lTIairire~son wfiythi~ plfopbsa1is r~conunended 
is i;hat there is ,some doubt as ,to ,'the le,lj'a1 authority 
of i:he publiceJi:t;ities to submittoa;:bitration, 
why isnet th,e area 0;1: peD!lissibl~a:rbi,tratiOJl 
eXpanded ',toincludealltypesbf lawsuits, con
troversies , etc., ~ uchas automobileiiccideht.s" 
tort c;:laim."l !"and everythi~g else that thegovern-" 
mental entities are, involved iri?, ,,'" '" , 

Arbi tration is de~ogation, of due, process of l.iw. 
It'is also in derogationo,f thecOl1llllQn faith ,that 
attorneys, ju¢igelO, scholars ,ana iriW~rtia1 cO:rnnlissions 

" should have int.peprocess of ad.1ieraal)' proceeairtgs,,' 
,under,a r~le of,law rathe~,'bhan' arqlotofconVenience 
orl;a6x of rule ",liichis the charact:er,i!;tic of , 
arbitration/·;' " " " ' , .' 

5) Theuncert.ainty , a$ , to the q,ontents of ian arbitration " 
agreement, which 6t:, course requires the ,'agreement 
of parties on many difierentmatters, if! a matter 

, whichca!1 arid often dOespresent-adouble,burden to 
th~ parties il'\volved. I prelOentlyha'll"e bnmy desk a 
diffi<;ult situation ,where We haVe finally,il-fter 
much revision; agree<;i to a certain portiot:l of a 
building cOJitracttb be arbitrated because it was 
a dispute. 'The basic· bui1ding,contraqt,unfortuantely 
called'for ,'arbitratiOn in the event 'of . di~PLtte. 
The' building "col'ltractwas.for~out$45, CWO, and 

• 
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the area qf dispu·te was agreed to be on their claim 
for about $3500. We'll have a separate arbitration 
on that. Now it's going t.o develop that there will 
be difficulties as to vlhether or not the other side 
will agree that interest. runs on the remaining 
amount of money which supposedly is due. This is 
going to result in another dispute and a separate 
arbitration. We will only be able to get the second 
arbitrat.ion after applying to the oourt for the 
appointment of arbitrators because we simply will 
not be able to agree on what the issue is in the 
second arbi·tration. They won I t even agree to submit 
all matters of possible dispute to arbitration. 

6) Arbitration is inherently detrimental to the condemnee. 
It is difficult enough in a complicated legal rule 
area and complicat.ed factual area, as is the nature 
of the complicated condewnation case, for the condemnee 
to sustain his b .. 'rden of proof. Now when you add 
to that tIlt> fact that an arbitrator or a panel of 
arbitrators may try to follow legal rules, or try 
to follow them in part, or disagree amo~t themselves 
as to what extent they ,vould be fOllowea, you have 
a very difficult presentation of areas of proof to 
guess upon ahead of time and to try and layout, 
as well as undertaking the tremendous risk of con
fusion whicl1 only i.nures to your detriment so you 
have the burden of proof of not only proving the 
facts, but. guessing what you're supposed to prove. 
Some condemnor conceivably could get an awful surprise 
in conderrmation if he showed up at the hearing 
waiting for the condemnee to proceed with the proof, 
only to find out that h.;; pulled a."'1 arbitrator who 
thinks that the condemnor should proceed, since 
he is the "plaintiff" and is the one who started 
the whole proceeding. So it. may he both sides 
that have prepared t.O proceed with a full presenta
tion of proof. Such is an additional waste of 
arbitration, resultant from the lack of pre-knowledge 
of what the .rules are going to be. 
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It is respectfully submi t.ted that t.he COft'lr.lission spend 
its time on something more impo.ctant:. 

GBH: Ie 
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DESMON D. H,: ~L(R, D ESMO~W &. V'IEST 
ATTOR'Nif:~'S Ai" ,-A-N 

April 2.9, 1969 

Ca liferuia Law Revis ion COImaLss.l.OI1 
Stanford Univers itv S,chcol of _;~ .. i\" 

Stanford, California 94305 

Gentlemen: 

~.;:HA~t:: F. :::lE:5t--'C; ..... D 

i-CJ!-S N. Ce:;SMONO 
,,:;,,_,_ v.'. V\IE:5T 

C:;Apr.,H. ~tl_L.~R 

.' :--.""IN ' •• iE:ElI;:RT 

~:'~Ht-. R. t.'::',,"<,,15~ .JR. 

I have reviewed. your ~~ecG'jJ!lnet1ddtions relating to Condem .. 
nation L,.:lW <.lnd ProcedTc\?' - ~(\.:cbi tr.3. tion of Jus t Ccmpensa tion . 

As I anal.yze tllis, it s"j"~ply creates the machinery to 
give the condemning authori.ty tn," power to entet' into 
contracts for arbit:r.:!tiofL In S(}f,ne i-ns-tances this might 
be benefici.oll, dnd if 1:hi5 is ~ill that is intended by 
the legislation~ I can ~.ee ['Ie real 31,-gument ~wlth it~ 
If this is, however, an ,"ttempt to t:..;j,;e the first step 
toward compulf:ory~ .:irbitr<:---~I:ion:r thert, of cC:.irse, my 
reactior: would be much cliffe~:enc, 

RFD:bk 
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California l.aw Revision Commission 
School of Law 
Stanford University 
SLanford, California 94305 

:S20 SOUTH GRANO AV£. 

LO.!" ANGElE/. CAll F. 90017 

11th and L Building, Suite 503 
Sacramento, California 95814 
June 11, 1969 

Subject: Arbitration of Just Compensation 

Gentlemen: 

The California Real Estat.e Association has reviewed with a great 
deal of interest the Commission's tentative recommendation on this 
subject in its revised form dated ~larch 26, 1969. "Ie applaud the 
concept of the proposal to establish this optional or alternate 
method to be ranked with negotiation and with eminent domain as a 
means of determining just cO'npensation in the taking of property 
for public purposes. In our view the enactn~nt of a statute as 
proposed would tend to have a beneticial effect of producing quicker 
decisions at less cost than the process of condemnation through 
court action and would tend to alleviate to some degree the concern 
of members bf the public ,~ho for the first time in their lives are 
dealing .7ith a public agency about pitting their fortunes against 
those of the state in litigation. 

In evolving this alternate method, we believe that one prime con
sideration must be an attempt to equalize the parties in their 
dealings with each other. Obviously, it will not be possible to 
do so entirely. 

In discussing condemnation, the Attorney General has said (51 Opns. 
Cal.Atty.Gen.50) that "the only choice available to an owner faced 
with the threat of eminent domain is to complete the transaction by 
settlement or trial. He does not have the choice of withdrawing fro 
the tra·nsaction. For this reason, the sale is involuntary whether 

(lV[1iI !in1'l' H,s,ffS Of ~lAT£ .a..s.SIlCl.I.fION SifiiVIC( 

CAl.ffDilUIIlA !tEAL (!iTA.n .... u::;"tl't( ~ "N:NuAL MOS"-Of IJ;r CA.l.t'IUilNIA REA1.l'tJIIIS 
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effected by deed or court order." ~ihi Ie tne propasal your Commission 
suggest::s does not alter tnd.t sitaatioTI, it does provide another 
option in proceedi.ng. 

It is our hope, however, that the proposal can be modified in an 
attempt to further equalize the parties. For example, the draft of 
March 26 leaves the option entirely with the acquiring agency on 
whether the issue will be submitted to a,rbitration and, if it is, 
allows that agency t.O almost unilaterally establish the rules which 
~lill govern it including distribution of costs of the arbitration 
process. This is ~)Q b2cause th.:? acquiring agency can withdraw an 
Jffer to arbitrate and proceed by eminent domain if the prospects 
do not appear favorable to them or if the rule::; including specification, 
on distribution of costs are Dot as they desire. 

The California Real Estate Association would agree that public 
entities generally have proc"eded on the policy of weighing their 
responsibi.lity to the property (!~mer as well as to their employer 
in these situations. There are documented instances, however, when 
this has not been so. For 8xa.mple, see the report, "Study of Com
pensation and Assistance for Persor!s Affected by Real Property Ac
quiSition in Federal and Fdleral1y Ass is ttC'd Programs" (December 22, 
1964; Committee on Publi.c h'orks; (18th Congress, Second Session; Print 
No. 31). That report presented documents showing conclusively a 
federal agency practice or offering approximately 75 percent of all 
property owners affected less than t.he:- agency approved appraisal of 
fair market value. 

To turn then to specific commentcl on individual sections in your 
proposal: 

L Section 1273.01---definition of "person". 

For reasons which wi.ll become more apparent in our discussion of the 
next section, we would propose that this definition be expanded to 
include al1. persons having the power of eminent domain (particularly 
see Civil Gode 1001 and Code of Civil Procedure 1238). Further, we 
believe that the term "but refers" is awkward and would suggest other 
, ~nguage, as for example, "'and spec ifically extends," 

2. Section l273.02---arbitration authorized. 

Here we believe is an area 'in which the pt:oposal can be strengthened 
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by permitting the person from who,n the property is to be acquired 
the right to demand arb 1. tration [Hld to provide that such demand shall 
not be unreasonably denied. In such a circumstance, the property 
<Y..mer should then have the right to petition the court for a deter
mination of whether the agency unreasonably refused to arbitrate. 

Since the purpose of allowing propercy to be taken for public use 
i.s solely for the benefit of the acquiring agency and not for the 
benefit of the property owner and sira:;e the option of instituting 
condem..'lation rests only with the public agency, it would seem to 
equalize the situation to some degree to permit the property mqner 
to reasonably demand the arbitration process. Obviously, if this 
right is granted, it will be valu8.ble only if the statute defines 
."", type of agreement to be used, ,which will be discussed later. 

3. Section 1273. 03--,·takings of pub lie property. 

It seems to us that this ,"eetion could be chlrified to provide the 
authorit,y to persons authorized to c:onvey pub lie property to another 
public agency for public use, to submit the matter of compensation 
to arbitration. 

4. Section 1273.04---expenses of arbitration. 

This section as proposed would in effect provide alcernate means 
of dividing expense of arbit:cat ion. l'nder subsection (a) the parties 
could agree mutually to a di.vision of the costs, while under sub
section (b), it is st.ipulated t.hat in the absence of agreement the 
acquiring agency shall pay all expenses not including attorney's 
fees of other parties to the arbitration. 

Here we again come to the Issue of tbe equality of the parties. It 
would be poasible for the property owner to inadvercently bargain 
away the rights which he possesses under an eminent domain proceed
ing which are referred to in your comments, to recover his "taxable 
costs". (See "California Condemnation Practice", Continuing Education 
of the Bar, at page 349, et seq). If an unsophisticated property 

.,.:er were presented w:i.th'an- arbi.tration agreement by a publ.l..c agency 
right of way a,gent with the eOlmnent that the agreement was the 
standard form used by the agency, the property owner might not realize 
the alternate available to hi.m for purposes of bargai.ning under the 
prov~s~ons of 1273.01+ (b). Obviously also, if the property owner 
Ivere to be given a right to demand arbitration as suggested in our 
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,comments on Section 1273.0/:, ;'100\72, that de;;t:md could be frustrated 
by the public agency's in"lstence on a disproportionate allocation 
of the cos ts of arbi.tration to thi' p,rope:rty owner. 

We would suggest that the proposed subsection (b) be the only alternate 
provided in the statute or lacking this tha·t if the agreement is 
exec11ted by the property owner without benefit of counsel that he 
be advised of the desirability to consult counsel and given three 
days following execution of the agrEement to rescind after consultati"
with counsel. 

The question of what are appropriate taxable costs would, of course, 
be subject to determination by the arbitrator in his award • 

. J. Section 1273.05- --effect and enforceability of agreements. 

No c.omments under' thi.s section. 

6. Section 1273.06---abandonment. 

Here again the equality of' the partioR is at issue. The proposed 
section as in 1273.04 .1.110"","s the parties to agree on the expenses 
to be awarded the property o',mer 1.n case of abandonment but alter
nately states that he shall be entitled to all of his expenses in
cluding reasonable .,ttarn.'2'Y fees "unless the agreement otherwise 
provides." 

Again, we believe that a polLey similar to the one we suggested 
under 1273.04 should be adopt"d here. Agai.n, reference to the Con
tinuing Education of the Bar study rc"ferred to above is useful. 

7, Section 1273.07 ---recO!::datior, of agreements, 

It is our belief that this m:ocedur€ could be simplified by eliminating 
the necessity of recording the entire agreement and providing instead 
for recording a notice of pending arbitrations similar to a lis 
pendens and at the time of abandonment or conclusion of the 3rbitration 
a filing of a not fee of abandonment or a recital in the conveyance 
to terminate the notice and clear the record title. 

8. Section 1585li (Government Code) 

No comment on this section. 



Subj: ArbiLL'dtiml of Just 
Compensation 

9. Exchange of' inform.(l.Li.on. 

-5- June 11, 1969 

May we suggest that tbe proposed stat>Jte also incorporate by reference 
the provisions of Sections 1272.01 ::O.t:: ~~ of the Code of Civil Pro
cedure relating to ,,,,change of informatLm in eminent domain pro
ceedings and make t:bem applicable t:o the arbi.tration proceeding. ~,je 
believe the ri.ghts extended by thos", provisions should be available 
in an arbitration proceedir;g ar,d that this should be stipulated. 

10. Selection of arbitratoc:s. 

Obviously, the implementation of this proposed statute in the public 
interest would be greatly affected by the quality of the arbitrators 
selected in these proceedings. Here again the equality and knowledge 
of the parties is a p0int. \>J!Cile it is probably inappropriate to 
attempt to specify in the "tatute any standards or g11idelines for 
the selection of arbitrators, it is poss ib Ie that tbe property owner 
should at least be advised U) c,)[Jsuit C,JtHlsel on this point before 
selection of an arbitrator fro!:' a ;>ar_rel "hlch might be suggested by 
the acquiring agency. 

~Je appreciate the opportuni.ty t~o submi 1: our views wi th respect to 
this subject. Should the,",' be any que,,::ions by the Commission, we 
would be happy to attempt: to rcsponG and will, in addition, be 

earateful for t:he OI)Dort:uni. t',r to re'!L2\'; the a.ction "md co!mnents of , , , 

the Commission as later' drafts of tilis proposal are evol~,!d. 
r"'-'- ~ .-~" /r 

DC/bl 
ce: H. Jackson Ponti.us 

/ ./ 
S~1;ic.er(~ly, / //" 

,/ /~i' 

/ "'''-1 {~._L-& ... -- -·:"i 't~ .... ~. ,;..-_.," 

Dugald GillieS 
Legislative Representativ,e 
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VIZZARD, BAKER, SUL.L.IVAN. MCFAFlL. NO a LONG 
.... iTORNEYS AT '-AW 

,J1iA"'!"$ v,,t:% .... R'O 
i...JWIIR£.N.CE. N_ .... KE.1't 
.JE,1ItE. H. SU~LlV"'H 
ALI,. .... ,.. }oII_ McF" .... ftL.ANO 

FIHCkAjI;I'D M. ~ONO 

!e-Ol T';fI,nCTUH AVENUE 

6AKERSF"tEL.O, CALIFORNiA, 93 01 

JIIay 22, 1969 
IN R£PLY RlEI"t:R TO: 

California Trial Lawyers Association 
California Law Revision Commission 
School of Law, Stanford University 
Palo Alto, California 

G1:!ntlemen: 

At the request of the Chairma' 
co~~ittee of the California Trial Lawye 
read and studied certain tentative reco 
of eminent domain relating to arbitrati 
for the use of eminent domain to acquir 
vision for alternative means for arbitr 
matters. 

of the Eminent Domain 
Association, I have 

endations to the law 
of just compensation 

by-roads, and a p~o
tion ~f eminent domain 

All of these suggestions appe r to Ue to be a step 
forward in the field of eminent domain, and I would not have 
,~(ly further suggestion for modificat'ion or improvement of the 
statutory changes already suggested. 

While it may not be germane t this particular letter, 
1 still wish to stress the point that t e very heart of improve
ment and correction of eminent domain 1 gislation from the 
poi.nt of view of making it more fair an equitable to '\:he property 
owner: is to achieve legislation under which the condemnor will be 
required in its pleadings to set out a alue of the property 
similar to the provision for a "jurisdi lonal offer- provided 
in a majority ·of states, and the furthe provision that in the 
event the ~ondernnee goes to trial and 0 tains a better and higher 
result by some set percentage, whether t be 5% or lOt, the 
condemnor will then become additionally liable for reasonable 
attorneys' fees, reasonable qosts of ap raisal and other 
reasonable costs of the condemnee that annot now be recovered 
by a cost bill. 

Under the present system, ,man condemning agencies lose 
sight of the fact that the condemnee is not a wrongdoer in any 

, " ~ "-' : 

• 
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California Trial Lawyers Ass'n. -2- May 22, 1969 

sense and is a taxpayer and usessueoessive appraisals as a means 
of obtaining a lower ba.rgaining appraisal use before a jury, 
and also utaizes public funds to prosecute actions under which 
the condemnee must face substantial and Srnl1'F!T'·'mes hazardous out-
of-pocket expense if. he has reason t.O be that he is being 
coerced into accepting an unfair offer. s is particularly 
true where the value of the property is very great ,so that 
the condemnee must sacrifice his property than meet legal 
€~penses and heavy appraisal expenses would not justify 
~ tr~al, even though he had strong reason believe he could 
corroborate his position that he is being an unduly l~H 
price for his property. 

Yours very 1:ru..LV, 

VIZZARD, .o""'f"'" SULLIVAN, McFARLAND & LONG 

By 

o .:;c; Califonnia Trial Lawyers Assoc~ation 
J.()20 12th Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

o 
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STATE OF CALIFOR1CIA 

CALIFORNIA LAW 

REV I S ION COM MIS S ION 

TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATION 

relating to 

CONDEMNATION LAW AND PROCEDURE 

NUMBER 2--ARBITRATION OF JUST COMPENSATION 

CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMMISSION 
School of Law 

Stanford University 
Stanford, California 94305 

WARNING: This tentative recommendation is being distributed so that 
interested persons will be advised of the Commission's tentative 
conclusions and can make their views known to the Commission. Any 
comments sent to the Commission will be considered when the Commission 
determines what recommendation it will make to the California Legislature. 

The Commission often substantially revises tentative recommendations 
as a result of the comments it receives. Hence, this tentative recommen
dation is not necessarily the recommendation the Commission will submit 
to the Legislature. 

NorE: COMMENTS OF INTERESTED PERSONS AND ORGANIZATIONS MUST BE IN THE 
HANDs' OF THE COMMISSION Nor LATER THAN JUNE 2, 1969, IN ORDER THAT THEY 
M/l.y BE CONSIDERED BEFORE THE COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATION ON THIS SUBJECT 
IS SENT TO THE PRIlfi'ER. 
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Nott 
This recommendation includes an es:pl&n.toI'y Comment to each 

_lion 01 the reeommended legislation. The ~ta are written 
88 if the legislation .were enacted Binee their )U!imary purpose is . 
to explain the law 88 it would exist (if enacted) 1Ii thoae who will 
have occasion to U8e it after it is in elfeet. 

" . ...; :...' -, 

~ ".---,----._, -~--- ------------
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3/26/69 

TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATION OF THE CALIFORNIA 

LAW REVISION COMMISSION 

relating to 

CONDEMNATION LAW AND PROCEDURE 

NUMBER 2--ARBITRATION OF JUST COMPENSATION 

BACKGROUND 

Section 14 of Article I of the California Constitution forbids the 

taking of property for public use "without just compensation having been 

first made to, or paid into Court for, the owner." The section also speci-

fies that the canpensation "shall be ascertained by a jury, unless a jury 

be waived, as in other cases in a Court of record, as shall be prescribed 

by law." When adopted in 1879, this language merely "confirmed" the con-

demnation procedure already set forth in Title 7 (commencing with Section 

1237) of Part 3 of the Code of Civil Procedure. The provisions of the Code, 

in turn, were not new. They were taken from one of California's earliest 

"railroad laws" with the sections being "only modified where necessary to 

give perspicuity, and to make them general or adaptable to all cases of 
1 

condemnation." 

The imprint of these quaint origins of California condemnation proce-

dure remains with us. For the most part, the taking of property for public 

use is still viewed from the rather limited vantage point of the courtroom 

and, more particularly, of the jury room. This is so much the case that 

the heart of the matter--compensation--is often discussed in terms of jury 
2 

behavior and the fortunes and hazards of jury verdicts. 

1. See the Code Commissioners' Note to Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1238. 
2. For a discussion of the tactical positions of California condemnors and 

condemnees, and of the idiosyncracies of juries, see Recommendation and 
stu Relating to Evidence in Eminent Domain Proceedings, 3 Cal. L. Re
vision Comm n Reports A-l, A-ll 19 0 • 

-1-
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A specific con seq uence of Califcrnia f s traditional "j ury trial" approach 

to the law of eminent domain has beeD a marked lack of experimentation with 

other methods. for determining "just compensation." The only exceptions to 

jury trial in California law are (a) the little-used procedure for deter-

mining the value of public utility property by the Public utilities Commis-
3 

sian; (b) p~ovisions for voluntary reference of the issue of compensation 
4 

to "referees" in a few of the early improvement acts; and (c) the pro-

visions in the Code of Civil Procedure for factual determinations by referees 
5 

in civil litigation generally. In cont:·:~st, other jurisdictions have 

experimented extensively with alternatives to jury trial. At the time 

Rule 7la of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure was adopted in 1951, through- i 

out the United States ther~ ,;ere more than 300 distinguishable procedures 
6 

for assessing compensation in c~~nection with the taking of property. 

In recent years, the idea 1;.13.8 evolved that one practicable alternative 

to jury triol would be voluntary ~.rbitration of the issue of compensation. 

It has been pointed out that arbitration can reduce the costs, delays, and 

ill will inherently associated with judicisl proceedings and, at the same 

time, relieve the overburdened courts of a volume of jury cases that, at 

best, accomplish nothing more than the fixing of fair acquisition 

3. 

4. 

See Cal. Const., Art. XII, § 23a; Pub. Uti1. Code §§ 1401-1421. 

~, The Street Opening Act of 1903 (Cal. Sts. & Hwys. Code §§ 4000-
'Ilf43) and The Park and Playground Act of 1909 (Cal. Gavt. Code §§ 38000-
38213) • 

5. Section 1248 of the Code o~ Civil Procedure refers to the assessment of 
compensation by the "court, jury, or referee." The mention of "referees" 
alludes to Sections 638-645 "hich provide generally for referees and 
trials by referees. 

6. See the notes of the Advisory Committee on Rules of Civil Procedure, 
28 U.S.C. § 2070 (1952). 

-2-
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7 
prices. It has also been pointed out that voluntary arbitration is a 

flexible and adaptable procedure eminently suitable for the determination 
8 

of valuation questions. Although California has had no reported 

experience with arbitration in this connection, there appears to be a 

substantial interest in this alternative in other parts of the United 

States. Last year, the American Arbitration Association published a set 

of "Eminent Domain Arbitration Rules" in response to an expressed need 

for an efficient arbitration procedure adaptable to condemnation cases. 

Unfortunately, neither the issuance of those rules nor any other private 

activity can overcame the impediment that exists to arbitration of 

compensation in California. Under existing law, the obstacle to 

arb1tration appears to be the lack of any clear authority on the part of 

governmental entities and agencies to submit the issue of compensation to 

arbitration. The hundreds of California statutes that authorize acquisition 

of pr~erty for public use do not contemplate that practice. The typical 

provision authorizes acquisition by purchase "or by proceedings had under 

7. 

8. 

See Latin, The Arbitration of Eminent Domain Cases, 14 Right of Way 57 
(1%7) • 

See Brundage, The Ada tation of Judicial Procedures to the Arbitral 
Process, 5 San Diego L. Rev. 1, 3 1 

If there is a discernible trend toward greater formalism and 
legalism in the arbitral process, resulting from judicial and 
legislative sanction of arbitration, with a disposition to emphasize 
the reviewing powers of the courts rather than their circumscription, 
this is indeed an unfortunate turn of events. • •• rT]he arbitral 
process must remain fluid and flexible since it is consensual in 
origin and because its survival is dependent upon its effectiveness 
in serving the needs of the parties. 

-3-
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the provisions of title seven, part three, of the Code of Civil Pro

cedure,,,9 and thereby seemingly compels resort to judicial proceedings. 

Before 1961, an additional obstacle existed to arbitration. 

California Judicial decisions had excluded valuations and appraisals 

from the coverage of the arbitration statute on the general grounds 

that they do not involve a "controversy" and, moreover, that the parties 

do not necessarily contemplate either a formal hearing or the taking of 
10 

evidence. In revising the California Arbitration Act in 1961, the 

Legislature took care to assure that enforceable arbitration agreements 

include "agreements providing for valuations, appraisals, and similar 
11 

proceedings." This express statutory approval of the arbitration of 

valuation questions, however, has not as yet generated any interest 

in the arbitration of condemnation cases. 

9. See,~, Cal. Civil Code § 1001. On the other hand, the only 
California statute that seems definitely to require judicial 
assessment of compensation is The Property Acquisition Law (Govt. 
Code §§ 15850-15866) which authorizes the State Public Works 
Board to acquire property for the general purposes of state agencies. 
See Govt. Code § 15854. That act, however, permits the 'board to 
agree with the owner as to the compensation to be paid and to 
incorporate that agreed figure in a stipulation in the condemnation 
proceeding (Govt. Code § 15857). 

10. ~ Bewick v. Mecham, 26 Ca1.2d 92, 156 P.2d 757 (1945). 

11. See Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1280. See also Recommendation and Study 
Relating to Arbitration, 3 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports, 
G-l, G-34 (1961). 
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RECOloH:NDATION 

The.Commission believes that voluntary arbitration of the issue of 

compensation can become a useful alternative to the rather awkward determina-

tion of that issue by jury trial. Certainly, there is nothing sacrosanct 

about jury-determined valuation figures or the process by which they are 

reached. Inasmuch as "value" is determined solely fran the opiniOlls ex-

pressed by expert witnesses and the owner, the amounts determined bypro-

fessional arbitrators might be considered more "reliable" and might even 

prove more satisfactory in the long run to both condemnors and condemnees. 

The Commission recognizes that voluntary arbitration is 

not "~answer" to the need for improvements in California condemnation 

procedure. Indeed, both condemning agencies and property owners may con-

tinue to display their traditional preference for jury assessment of can-

pensation however clearly arbitration may be authorized and however prac-

ticable the arbitration process may be made to appear. Nonetheless, as 

long as resort to arbitration is authorized on a purely voluntary basis 

and the content of the arbitration agreement is left to the parties, arbi-

tration might prove to be a valuable alternative to judicial proceedings 

notwithstanding that substantial changes may be made in both the substan-

tive and procedural aspects of California's condemnation law. In short, 

the parties can be expected to adapt the terms upon Which they are willing 

to arbitrate, and the particular content of their arbitration agreement, 

c in accordance with those changes. 

-5-
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The Commission therefore recommends enactment of statutory provisions 

that will explicitly authorize California condemnors to submit the issue 

of compensation to arbitration. Public entities and agencies from whom 

property is taken should be given a similar authority. The legislation 

should leave the matter of the expenses of the arbitration to the parties, 

but public agencies should be clearly authorized to defray those expenses 

or their share of them. It should be made clear that agreements to arbi-

trate compensation are subject to, and enforceable under, the California 

Arbitration Act. In addition, the legislation should anticipate and resolve 

questions that might arise as to the effect of an agreement to arbitrate 

upon the condemnor's power to file an eminent domain proceeding, to abandon 

the acquisition, and the like. Lastly, the statute should authorize 

recordation of arbitration agreements as a means of preventing conveyance 

or encumbrance of the property without notice or being subject to the 

pending arbitration. 

RECOf.Io!ENDED LEGISLATION 

The Commission'S recommendations would be effectuated by the enactment 

of the following measure: 

An act to add Chapter 3 (commenCing with Section 1273.01) to 

Title 7 of Part 3 of the Code of Civil Procedure, and to 

amend Section 15854 of the Government Code, relating to 
the acquisition of property for public use. 

The people of the State of California do enact as follows: 

Section 1. Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 1273.01) is added 

to Title 7 of Part 3 of the Code of Civil Procedure, to read: 

CHAPl'ER 3. ARBITRATION OF COMPENSATION m 

ACQUISITIONS OF PROPERl'Y FOR PUmrIC USE 

-6-
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§ 1273.02 

Section 1213.01. "Person" defined; includes all entities, agencies, and 
officers authorized to acquire property for public use 

As used in this Chapter, "person" includes all public 

entities, as defined in Section 811.2 of the Government Code, but 

refers to the particular department, officer, commisSion, board, or 

governing body authorized to acquire property for public use on 

behalf of the entity. 

Comment. Chapter 3 is added to provide explicit authority for 

arbitration of "just compensation" in acquisitions of property for public 

use. The intention of the eilapter is to make arbitration available as an 

alternative means of determining compensation in any case in which an 

eminent domain proceeding may be brought. Although various persons and 

corporations, especially public util.ity corporations, may take property by 

emineat domain (see Civil Code Section 1001 and Section 1238 of the Code 

of Civil Procedure), no authorization for these nongovernmental acquirers 

to arbitrate the matter of compensation is necessary. The definition of 

"person" in Section 1!'!73.01 is therefore limited to ")lublic entities" as 

encompassingly defined in Section 811.2 of the Government Code. However, 

condemnation authorization statutes, of which there are several hundreds, 

are not addressed, in many cases, to the "entity" on whose behalf the 

property is to be taken. With respect to the state of Califorlda, for 

exacp1e, authorizations to acquire property for various public purposes 

are conferred upon specific agenCies, boards, and offieers, such as the 

Department of Public Works, the Department of Water Resources, the State 

Public Works Board, and the Director of Aerenautics. Section 1273.01 

-7-
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§ 1273.01 

makes it clear that the authority to arbitrate conferred by this 

chapter is bestowed upon these authorized acquirers and similar 

instrumentalities of local governmental entities. 

.8. 
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§ 1273.02 

Section 1273.02. Arbitration authorized; acquisitions of property for 
public use 

1273.02. Any person authorized to acquire property for public 

use may enter into an agreement to submit, and submit to arbitration 

in ac~ordance with the agreement,any controversy as to the compensa-

tion to be made in connection with aCCl;uisition of the property. 

COIIlI!Ient. Section 1273.02 authorizes any acquirer of property for 

public use to agree to arbitrate the question of compensation and to act 

in keeping with the agreement. The following section confers a reciprocal 

authority upon any "person" from whom property is being acquired. See 

Recommendation Relating to Condemnation Law and Procedure: Number 2--

Arbitration of Just Compensation, ___ Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 

000 (19 ). 

Addition of this authority does not imply that arbitration was not' 

authorized, or was precluded, before enactment of this chapter. Neither 

does this chapter imply that public entities, agencies, and officers 

authorized to purchase, but not to condemn, property are not authorized 

to agree to arbitration. Rather, this chapter authorizes arbitration in 

connection with or in lieu of eminent domain proceedings and leaves un-

affected any other cases in which arbitration may be available. 

Section 1273.02 does not imply that the public entity must have 

complied with the formalities (such as the adoption of a formal condemns-

tion resolution) commonly prescribed as conditions precedent to the 

commencement of an eminent domain proceeding. Rather, the section con-

templates that the question of compensation may be submitted to arbitration 

whenever acquisition is authorized in the manner followed by the particular 

entity or agency in authorizing purchases of property. As the arbitration 

-9-
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§ 1273.02 

agreement ordinarily would commit the public entity to purchase the 

property at the amount of the award (see Section 1273.06), the agreement 

should be approved and executed in the same manner as a contract to 

purchase property. 

The term "compensation to be made in connection with acquisition 

of the property" is intended to encompass any amounts that may be assessed 

or awarded in a condemnation proceeding and, specifically, to include 

severance or other damages. 

The term "controversy" is defined, for purposes of arbitration, in 

subdivision (c) Of Section 1280. 

-10-
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§ 1273.03 

Section 1273.03. Arbitration authorized; takings of public property 

1273.03. Any person authorized to convey property for public 

use or to compromise or settle the claim arising from a taking of 

the property may enter into an agreement to submit,and Bubmit to 

arbitration in accordance with the agreemen~any controversy as to 

the compensation to be received in connection with the conveyance 

or claim. 

Comment. Section 1273.03 extends the authorization provided by 

this chapter to include "persons" who own, hold, or control public property 

that may be taken by eminent domain proceedings. Public property may be 

taken by eminent domain proceedings whether or not it is already "appro

priated to a public use" (see Sections 1240 and 1241), and intragovern

mental condemnation proceedings are a rather common phenomenon. As 1s 

the case with Section 1273.02, Section 1273.03 encompasses all public 

entities, but refers to the particular agency, board, commission, or 

officer authorized to convey public property or to compromise or settle 

the ,claim for compensation that arises from its being taken. 

-ll-
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§ 1:m.04 

Section 1273.04. Expenses of arbitration 

1273·04. (a) Notwithstanding Sections 1283.2 and 1284.2, an 

agreement authorized by this chapter may: 

(1) Provide for payment by either party or for apportionment 

of all expenses of the arbitration, including witness fees and 

other expenses (not including attorney fees) incurred by a party 

for his own benefit; 

(2) Permit the arbitrator to award such expenses, or any 

portion of them, in favor of any party to the arbitration; 

(3) Require the person acquiring the property to pay a 

reasonable attorney fees, to be determined in accordance with the 

agreement or by the arbitrator, to any other party to the arbitration. 

(b) Unless the agreement otherwise provides, the person 

acquiring the property shall pay all expenses of the arbitration, 

not including attorney fees of other parties to the arbitration. 

(c) The person acquiring the property may defray the expenses 

of arbitration, including attorney fees, from funds available for 

the acquisition of the property or other funds available for the 

purpose, and the person relinquishing the property may defray the 

expenses of arbitration from the award or from other funds available 

for the purpose. 

Comment. Arbitration agreements typically provide for the payment. 

or allocation of expenses incident to the arbitration, and such provisions 

are effective. See Olivera v. Modiano-Schneider, Inc., 205 Cal. App.2d 

9, 23 caL Rptr. 30 (1962). If an agreement authorized by this chapter 

were patterned after the rule applicable to eminent domain proceedings, 

-12-
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§ 1273-04 

the person from whom the property is being acquired would be entitled 

to recover all "taxable costs." See oakland v. Pa cific Lumber & Mill Co., 

172 Cal. 332, 156 Pac. 468 (1916); City & County of San Francisco v. 

Collins, 9B Cal. 259, 33 Pac. 56 (1893). However, Section 1283.2 (a 

section of the general arbitration statute) seemingly requires each 

party to an arbitration to bear the witness fees and mileage of his own 

witnesses. Similarly, Section 1284.2 dOes not provide for the award of 

"expenses incurred by a party for his own benefit." Section 1273.04 

permits the contracting parties to govern by their agreement the award 

of these items, as well as all other expenses of the arbitration, 

including the fees of arbitrators and professional arbitration associations. 

With respect to attorney fees, however, subdivision (a) permits only the 

person acquiring the property to undertake payment of the fees incurred 

by other parties to the agreement. For the remote eventuality in which 

the matter of expenses is not cOYered by the agreement, subdivision (b) 

provides that all expenses, exclusive of attorney fees, shall be dis

charged by the acquiring agency. Subdivision (c) is included to assure 

that any party to the agreement is authorized to defray expenses from 

the funds available for acquisition of the property, from the award, or 

from other funds available for the purpose. 

-13-
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§ 1273·05 

Section 1273.05· Effect and enforceability of agreements 

Except as specifically provided in this chapter, 

agreements authorized by this chapter are subject to Title 9 

(commencing with S€'ction 1280) of this part. Such an agreement 

may be made whether or not an eminent domain proceeding has been 

commenced to acquire the property. If an eminent domain proceed

ing has been commenced or is commenced, any petition or response 

relating to the arbitration shall be filed and determined in the 

eminent domain proceeding. NotWithstanding Section 1281.4, an 

agreement authorized by this chapter does not waive or restrict the 

power of any person to commence and prosecute an eminent domain pro

ceeding, including the taking of possession prior to judgment, 

except that upon motion of a party to the eminent domain proceeding, 

the court shall stay the determination of compensation until any 

petition for an order to arbitrate is determined and, if arbitration 

is ordered, until arbitration is had in accordance with the order. 

'Unless the agreement otherwise expressly provides, the effect and 

enforceability of an agreement authorized by this chapter is not 

defeated or impaired by contention or proof by any party to the 

agreement that the person acquiring the property pursuant to the 

agreement lacks the power or capacity to take the property by 

eminent domain proceedings. Notwithstanding the rules as to venue 

provided by Sections 1292 and 1292.2, any petition relating to 

arbitration authorized by this chapter may be filed in the superior 

court in the county in which the property, or any portion of the 

property, is located. 

-14-
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§ 1273·05 

Comment. Section 1273.05 makes it clear that, in general, agreements 

to arbitrate an issue of compensation are subject to the arbitration"statute 

(Sections 1280-1294.2). See, in particular, Sections 1285-1288.8 (enforce

ment of the award) and 1290-1294.2 (judicial proceedings relating to the 

arbitration or the award). The section makes minor adaptive changes in the 

application of that statute to such agreements. The section also makes clear 

that an eminent domain proceeding may be begun and prosecuted notwithstanding 

an agreement to arbitrate the question of compensation. There are, of 

course, constitutional obstacles to any attempt to "contract away" the 

power to take property by eminent domain. There would appear to be no 

objection, however, to staying the determination of compensation in an 

eminent domain proceeding pending an agreed arbitration. That practice 

is provided for as to other arbitrations by Section 1281.4. This provision 

of Section 1273.05 may allay the fears of condemnors that entry into an 

agreement to arbitrate may impair or delay the condemnor's power to take 

the property or to take "immediate possession." If an eminent domain 

proceeding is pending, good sense dictates that any petition relating to 

the arbitration or award should be filed and determined in the eminent 

domain proceeding. The section also contemplates that, if an eminent 

domain proceeding is pending, the arbitration award, whether confirmed 

(see Section 1287.4) or not confirmed or vacated (see Section 1287.6) 

may be entered as the amount of compensation in the judgment of conde~ 

nation. See Cary v. Long, 181 Cal. 443, 184 Pac. 857 (19l9); ~ 

Silliman, 159 Cal. 155, ll3 Pac. 135 (1911). The section makes it clear, 

however, that, unless the parties expressly agree to the contrary, an 

agreement to arbitrate and to purchase and sell at the amount of the award 

-15-
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§ 1273.05 

is not impaired by any contention of either party that the acquirer 

lacks the power to take the property by eminent domain. .£!:. People v. 

Nyrin, 256 Cal. App.2d 288, 63 Cal. Rptr. 905 (1967); Beistline v. 

City of San Diego, 256 F.2d 421 (9th Cir. lJ958). The last sentence ·of 

the section permits judicial proceedings relating to the arbitration 

to be brought in the county in which the property lies, in addition to 

the other counties specified in Sections 1292 and 1292.2. This additional 

venue corresponds with the rule as to venue for eminent domain proceedings. 

See Section 1243. 

-16-
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§ 1273.06 

Section 1273.06. Abandonment of ac~uisition; conse~uences of abandonment 

1273.06. An agreement authorized by this chapter may specify 

the privilege, if any, of the party acquiring the property to 

abandon the ac~uisit1on, the arbitration proceeding, and any 

eminent domain proceeding that may have been, or may be, filed. 

Unless the agreement otherwise provides, the party ac~uir1ng the 

property may abandon the ac~uisition, the arbitration proceeding, 

and any eminent domain proceeding within the period for filing and 

serving a petition or response to vacate an arbitration award under 

Sections 1288 and 1288.2. The agreement may also specify the expenses, 

if any, to be awarded the party from whom the property was to be 

ac~uired. Unless the agreement otherwise provides, that party shall 

be entitled to all of his expenses of the arbitration, including 

but not limited to reasonable attorney fees, appraisal fees, and 

fees for the services of other experts, and the amount of such 

expenses may be determined by the arbitrator and be included in the 

award. 

Comment. Section 1273.06 pennits the parties to the agreement to 

deal with the privilege of the ac~uirer to abandon the ac~uisition and 

to specify the consequences of abandonment. For the remote case in which 

the agreement would not cover the privilege to abandon, the section 

pennits the party who was to have acquired the property to abandon within the 

time within which a petition or "response" to vacate an arbitration award 

may be filed and served. Generally this period is 100 days after service 

of the award or ten days after service of a petition to confinn an award. 
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See Coordinated Constr., Inc. v. Canoga Big "A," Inc., 328 Cal. App.2d 313, 

47 Cal. Rptr. 749 (1965). The section also makes it clear that the agree

ment may specify the expenses, if any, that are to be awarded to the 

"condemnee" in the event of abandonment. The expenses made recoverable in 

the absence of agreement are generally those specified in Section 40 of 

the Eminent Domain Arbitration Rules of the Americsn Arbitration Association 

(June 1, 1968), except that no provision is included for payment of "an 

amount not in excess of ten-percent (10%) of the amount the Owner would 

have been entitled to had the Agency not abandoned those proceedings." 

In the absence of agreement, of course, if an eminent domain proceeding 

has been filed, the abandonment of that judicial proceeding and the 

recovery of expenses in that proceeding would be governed by Section 1255a, 

rather than by Section 1273.06. In determining the "expenses reasonably 

and necessarily incurred" in that proceeding, the court undoubtedly would 

take into account the arbitration award of expenses, and preclude duplicste 

recovery of the same items. 
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§ 1273·07 

Section 1273.07. Recordation of agreements 

1273.07. Agreements authorized by this chapter may be acknow1edged 

and recorded in the same manner and with the same effect as conveyances 

of real property. 

CoDIJDent. Section 1273.07 permits the agreements authorized by this 

chapter to be acknow1edged and recorded to afford "constructive notice" 

to subsequent purchasers and 1ienors. Arbitration rules may provide for 

the escrowing of an instrument of transfer (see, ~, Sections 1, 44, 

and 45 of the Eminent Domain Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration 

Association (June 1, 1968», but such an escrow would not, of itself, 

protect the "condemnor" against subsequent transferees. ·This. :s~etion 

provides a means for obtaining such protection (see Civil Code Sections 

1213-l220) and is calculated to make unnecessary the filing of an eminent 

domain proceeding for no purpose other than to obtain the effect of a lis 

pendens. This chapter contains no provisions comparab1e to Code of Civil 

Procedure Sections 1244, 1246, and 1246.1, which require that .!!!! persons 

having an interest in the property be named as defendants in the condemna

tion complaint, permit any unnamed interest holder to intervene in the 

proceeding, and provide for allocation of the award among holders of 

various interests. The chapter assumes that prudence on the part of the 

acquiring agency will assure that it agrees to arbitrate with the person 

who owns the interest it seeks to acquire. Also, the interests of 

persons other than parties to the arbitration would be unaffected by the 

arbitration agreement or the effectuation of that agreement. In short, 

unlike the in ~ character of an eminent domain proceeding, an arbitration 

operates only as a contract and conveyance between the parties to the 

particular agreement. 
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§ 15854 

Sec. ·2. Section 15854 of the GovernmentSCode is amended 

to read: 

15854. Property shall be acquired pursuant to this part by 

condemnation in the manner provided in Title 7 of Part 3 of the 

Code of Civil Procedure, and all money paid from any appropriation 

Il'ade pursuant to this part shall be expended only in accordance 

with a judgment in condemnation or with a verdict of the jury or 

determination by the trial court fixing the amcunt of compensation 

to be paid. This requirement shall not apply to any of the following: 

(a) Any acquisitions from the federal government or its 

agencies. 

(b) Any acquisitions from the University of California or 

other state agencies. 

(c) The a cqui si tions of parcels of property, or lesser estates 

or interests therein, for less than five thousand dollars ($5,000), 

unless part of an area made up of more than one parcel which in 

total would cost more than five thousand dollars ($5,000) which 

the board by resolution exempts from this requirement. 

(d) Any acquisition as to which the owner and the State have 

agreed to the price and the State Public Works Board by unanimous 

vote determines that such price is fair and reasonable and acquisition 

by condemnation is not necessary. 

(e) Any acquisition as to which the owner and the State Public 

Works Board have agreed to arbitration of the compensation to be 

paid in accordance with Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 1273.01) 

of Title 7 of Part 3 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 
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